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UnclePeter’sAmazing
ChineseWedding

Themes: Chinese-American Culture, Family,
Traditions, Jealousy

Grade Level: K to 2nd grade

Book Brief: Jenny is the only family member who
isn’t happy that Uncle Peter is getting
married.

Before reading: Ask if any of the kids have ever been to a wedding. What do they remember from the event?
Tell them this story describes a traditional Chinese wedding. Ask them to look for similarities to and differences
from their own experiences.

Author:
Lenore Look

Illustrator:
Yumi Heo

THEGREEN-EYEDMONSTER (AGES 5-12)

Materials: paper, markers or crayons

We sometimes personify jealousy as a green-eyed
monster. Explain personification to the kids and see if
they can think of other examples. Have the children
draw their own green-eyed monsters. Older students
can write a story about a time they were jealous to
go with their pictures. Younger students can decorate
the edges of the paper with words or pictures of
things that make them jealous.

SPECIAL RELATIVE PROJECT (AGES 6-12)

Materials: paper, pencil, crayons

Have kids think about a relative they really love. Ask
kids to draw a picture of this relative and write a story
about something special they’ve done together.

BEAUTIFUL BUTTERFLIES (AGES 5-12)

In Chinese culture, the butterfly is a symbol of love.

Materials: round coffee filter, pipe cleaner, watercolor
paints, brushes, newspaper

1. Lay out several sheets of newspaper. Flatten
coffee filter on top of newspaper.

2. Paint with watercolors and let dry.

3. Fold pipe cleaner in half.
Place coffee filter in
between bent halves of
pipe cleaner. Twist pipe
cleaner to secure
coffee filter and create
butterfly’s antennae. Fan
out each side of coffee
filter for wings.
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